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'Westidghouse i'nergy Systems g345,p,g,g3ng333
Electric Corporation -

DCP/NRCl151
NSD-NRC 97 5441 ;

Docket No.: $2-003

November 21.1997
.

Document Control Desk*

U.S. Nuclear Regrlatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

ATTENTION: T. R. Quay

SUlljECT: HESPONSES TO QUESTIONS OF CONTAINMENT SCREENS AND PAINT

Dear Mr. Quay:

Attached are responses to questions related to plugging of screens and safety classification of paint.
These questions were included in letters from the NRC dated July 301997, August 21,1997 and
October 7,1997. Included with the response are drafl SSAR changes. Rese changes will be included
in SSAR Revision 18.

Dese item will be statused as Action N or Confirm W pending inclusion in a SSAR revision as noted
below.

OITS # DSER/RAI # Status

969 6.l.21 Confirm W

5739 480.1078 Action N

5740 480.1079 Confirm W

574) 480.1080 Action N

5750 Action N- - - - - - - -

$972 650.10F Confirm W

Please contact Donald A._ l.indgre at (412) 374-4856 with any questions. i

A / . (
lirian A. McIntyre, Manager 4- /
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing

jml

Attachment

ec: J. M. Sebrosky, NRC (w/ Attachment)
N. J. Liparulo (w/o Attachment) l$
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DSER Open Item 6.1.21 (OITS #969)

in a letter dated July 30,1997 the NRC staff identified the following response to previous
Westinghouse positions on this open item.

De staff is concemed that any improperly applied coatings within containment may peel off and thus
prevent other safety related systems or components from performing their functions. Containment'

coatings at operating plants have been observed to peel off over large areas. On the basis of
experiences with operating reactors, concems have been raised over the potential for unqualined
coatings, or incorrectly applied coatings, in conjunction with other loss-of-coolant accident generated
debris, to cause blockage of the sump screens. For the purpose of the certified design, Westinghouse
is relying on the COL applicant to demonstrate that the interior containment coatings will not interfere
with the passive core cooling system through a coating transport evaluation. De staff disagrees with
Westinghouse conclusion. The staffs position is that assurance of the integrity of the containment
coating needs to be established prior to the design certincation.

Resporne:

An evaluation has been performed to assess the potential for AP600 containment recirculation screen
blockage. Bis has resulted in adoption of a protective plate above each screen, use of safety-related
coatings in the immediate vicinity of each screen, and more restncted use of fibrous insulation. His
response and the response to RAI 480.1079 (OITS #5740) provide the results of the evaluation and the
associated SSAR and ITAAC changes to incorporate the results. His evaluation confirm that interior -
coatings will not interfere with the passive core cooling system and avoids reliance on a COL
applicant evaluation.

The AP600 provides several features that precludes debris from the potential failure of nonsafety
coatings used inside containment from interfering with core cooling. Rese features include a passive
safety injection system that provides a long delay time (more than 5 hours) between a LOCA and the
time recirculation starts. This time delay provides time for settling of debris. Rese passive systems
also Good the containmcnt to a high level which allows the use of containment recirculation screens
that are located well above the floor and are relatively tall. Signincant volume is provided for the
accumulation of coating debris without affecting screen plugging. These screens are protected by
plates located above the screens that extend out in front and to the side of the screens. De protective
plates together with low recirculation How approach velocity and the screen pastulated coating debris
from above the plates from reaching the screens. Coatings used under these plates in the vicinity of
the screens are classined as safety related.

W Westinghouse
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SSAIUITAAC Changes:

Revise the third paragraph of subsection 6.1.2.1.1 as follows:

he AP600 design considers the function of the coatings, their potential failure modes, and
their requirements for maintenance. Local failure of the coatings on the exterior of the
containment vessel and outside the containment does not prevent functioning of the engi-
neered safety features required for safe shutdown of the plant during or after a design basis
accident (DBA). Coatings inside the ,ontainment are evaluated to demonstrate (Sat failure

revent functinning of the engineered safety features. Sinee-Co'adripi' died'in'tt{s
does not p!if6!bb'rithisois5Liis'usthifonVc'r'hbiidfe class 166d'IsTafiff'Elatsd?Mfirini'isinity'6f tv c

p.3' 2'2,7.3'for| did'extfis|6(lafeff'felsisd'fdstibkV/jotfisr''ioatinsdsisid5!666ta6(rbenEffs.

clissifiedWsoodfely/rfisted b8cids'6And(i$ failure of4he+winguloes not prevent
functioning of the engineered safety featuresr4hecog: = 6ded = nc=fety-
related. Protective coatings are maintained to provide corrosion protection for the
containment pr :ssure boundary and for other safety related system components inside
containment. Yhe coatings on the outside of the containment vessel are maintained to
provide corrosion protection for the containment pressure boundary and to support passive
cooling through their wetting ability and heat transfer properties. These functions are in
addition to other functions (such as enhancing decontamination inside the containment and !

assisting in general housekeeping). De corrosion protection and decontamination i

functions of the coatings are nonsafety related functions.
'

Revise Subsection 6.1.2.1.5 as follows:

6.1.2.1.5 Safety Evaluation

Tnis subsection describes the bhsi('(it'tfid'e'iichi'6fs'afii inIofed|c'dstM[ tis'evahwien
methalology-andalusionuhaHwoodithe basis for classifying cbitinsi'6d'dth' t?Ifisii
Inside; containment interk++oatings-as nonsafety related.

De AP600 has a number of design features that facilitate the use of nonsafety'related
coatings. Esse f(itsi6s'lhci6d6 o' passive ihreff'iojs6ti6i.i{MinssyioVidis s'Idrij
deld di66'badndh5r>l5 hoiss) betWenn a LOCAand'thicim6?ticirc61stion'scunEThis
tisisdetaf'pniildeiurbb for! settling 6(debrisM;Thekpassif6:sistbr6i'alsb'06dd'th'e
cootaintoont'id's high level which alloWi shi'656Tdfd6ntashindnt ticirdulation's6tchostfift
aid 16cated' sill stioveL'thsASoisolas'nt tisly' tall.ysig61ficabdoldnfeY inifidid?6rl
thh accurrsdationiot coating'debrisfnith6ut htfe'etisglicreen'piiggfip(jlliess;sdiren drethalLestend sot in fr6n 6cid!(s'the' side [6f'tbe
protected by plates locsted aboveithsibtscos,she'ticfoit (df!th6isemirft?aN[d!'isilfiel'iiscreens. Coatings used'underahc5c'platssiin
safety reta:eC The protectise plates togedicEnith 16fv rssi!%Iadori fis'dYpprosch've16cli
and the screeti postolated coating debiis frdd'a6cv'6 thistales~;fi6ni'rsNbingitticisir6s6'sE

$

6.1.2-1 -2
[ WestlDghouse
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Rdfe~rao~a:tbsec, tion 6312.73 f6t'odditio .c . .nal dtscuoioiiof the,se scree,ns, the,trprotectivo

,,. .. . . . . ,. , - , ,

plan'eia6d the arekioteiizirig'Shfeiy(related cmdings '|

The.e4eaturesdneludshe-ow4eoatingsahatem>t4 ail 4n+ manner-that-woukt
adversely-ef feetahe-wfe-shutdown-ofahe-plant-Alsor+ystemsreed-emnp<mentwite
designed 4o-mininn reahe-effeetwf-coating-failures--

Tlid'relfeulitNn'i.dets si screiddl6$6hIidiesflod5tEf'rEMthe'ti6r'tfinf ss'indMith'wed $

corned bf thseast| steam geociator sompartinentirefit;ts 'th' [5hrestri SistiMie

6. J,21, 1,J)M,,,hc enc 16sure thts,i,in, i s,e ,R,4ated,,ht,s, v,in, ne'sur. rotmdbig'f,lo,sh,, ,id' i,i,jir,eko,M- / ~~ .- -- c
ingress of h:eavy' debris'(specific gravity:peme(tharniM)

~

ib' ally diep~roco$forco y

prientddfv'erticall atid'snijfoI5sted tfy#fonct{dn,%idi'debli'in('d4SKo@s?inhoocing'and disurfacs Neh'idtbs!ssotiinmedf'fecir661580' Mrc5nsTdLth AP60#i6
largh'plits'kMatod. M dEsedend2tsrthet

the~capihilitf or tisi's&6i65 nis'ssih6
meib sin' d
conj 0hcii6n s'ith'the largi flodf'it''a'fof'tlehrfild'iottle%6';'haffabehrsh'Elitef fdilstd'dfe

c.oatiogi,:in,siddNintalhote,nt'ddri.dg"o'dssi'1,~6$sfia,cddd5t,n,,,lo_'th00, ,l'thsrddddi'6ffvO66n
a follure ,runlikely, ~to bo trarrsported tn. -

. . ~. ~ ,,. ~.~ | vicinity.o! h, coc sur ztet

A large portion of the ~ containment is painted wik inorganic zine applied without a top
coat. Over 40 years of successful case histories in many industrial tank applications
confirm that properly applied inorganic zine does nct fail by sudden delamination.
Detenoration of the inorganic zine (inside and outside containment) is very gradual over a
penod of years. The4norganie-fine-conti=e: to provide good surface-wettingamd
protection 4Mhe-eatbon-steebsturing4hivgradual-detenoration-period-Detenotation-wdl
be-detected 4nahe-early-+tagewfahmoeessahrough periodic coating-performance
iewpeettons-When4eterioration4wleteetedemain:en=ce painting := be4ferred-until
schedulethoutage+withouseducing-emfedeneHhaHhe4eorgan!0 rin0 Ocating-will
covainue4o-providecomwion-protection-and-good-wetting-Failure of the inorganic zine
coating produces a heavy zine powder that will not plug the passive core cooling system
flow paths or the upper annulus drains. Inorganic zine applied withot.t a top coat is not
used on ths' area coatedMitbliafety-idlitid 6oadngs!' cc:rgericed-ewensafety-telated4n
alf-locetkms--

*Dkh%ddrkNiid kind ob the hutsidd'df ChnNdb6 tent'Cofitin6h5Mhdd'gddd's'dtf6hh
wetting ~;and protection'to the carbon' steel ddringdrioridrations Dstiribr5'iol@!! t4
detrt%:1 in the chrif'stsgb5 oftbo proccith'rbugh[ periodic'soadog peifofr;tanse
inspoulun5%Wbco deterioration is destitidimaintens6he paintlig ' adWddefeii'dthilc
scheduled outages)withobiteducitig'conftdeocithit thclinorganic sinclistiog will
condmte'to provide coamion protecdon and gtn! wetdog|M

a

Coatings that lack sufficient tensile strength to hold together in large enough pieces to
create large blisters or sheet delamination do not block the containment recirculation

6.1.2-13
W Westinghouse
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screens or prevent the accomplishment of safety related functions. These coatings are
classified as nonsafety related. Dis includes the thin film epoxy sealer for concrete where
it is not top coated.

D,,e, A, ~P60,,0 d,,oes ,not hav.,e a Meiy7telM,,'d, ',c,ontainment s, t,tes. ,s,e,v,e,ntsW, s'cdihio'rocoly tem., .D, Ihis reduces the
a

, .. . -c <

spray:syMem pruv d '.io the AMQ9 'opty J. tgo ts
.

chance that coatings will peel off surfaces inside containment because the thermt.1 shock of
cold spray water on hot surfaces combined with the rapid depressurization following spray
initiation are recognizcd as contributors to coating failure. Parts of the containment below
elevation 107'.2" are flooded and water is recirculated through the passive core cooli,ig
system. However, the volume of water moved in this manner is relatively small and the
now velocity is very low.

,,
/

De-mken!::ic, in!::: : ==:=d :=!c:-;=; located + ear-hncnhun: =d =utun:

cometu44h: := :::=n ge=re:arenpartmenHeefer40-1: fig;=; in S:::ic: ! ?). -De
:=!:wn h~m-eee-loc:::d above 1: acending Doct >it cui; to p=ve-: ingaz af
heavy-4d:;; Op;in ;;tevhy-gfeelee4han4-05). Addi: en;!!y,6: xx = un-oriented
vereentlyrknh:: :rh=:ing 1: :;;;bility of S xx = |c fu=::= wi% &H; i, 6:
wateven: =nen n; + ire-=d i =: face-eeca-ofahe-enetamment feeiecak := :.oceens
in4he,AP600,-in-conju=:im .vith 1: !=i;; Occ: c::; for ibre; :c x::!: anrean
accommodate 4abee-of-coating; !=ia ern::!r,xr: &-in;; : &:.!;;n E= = !&n: even
th=;;h 6: fewloe*4-+uch+failuee-i<ramlikely-to-bear =;;poned4aahe-vieiwity-of-the
enekware+ --

.

De coating systems used inside containment also include epoxy coatings. Dese are
applied to concrete substrates, as top coats over the inorganic zine primer, and directly to
steel, as noted in subsection 6.1.2.1.2, De failure modes of these tystems could include
delamination or peeling if the epoxy coatings are not properly applied, here as. small
items coated with various manufacturer's standard coating sy tems which may peel or
delaminate under design basis accident conditions. The very ..igh build epoxy Hoor
coatings and high build epoxy carbon steel coatings are suf0ciently heavy so that transport
with the low water velocity in the AP600 containment is negligible,

,

D ,e gi y 3yg V-' 4 v 4 % T g g, y a w

'h:! p=nt!-eff=: = ufe:y-related4anetic=. !'adi:::d advera effx:s ca ufety-telated
few ic= :=y S: :dda;wd by S: ;x af-;!:: ;;:: 0;;; cf := in;;; c: &;: ;n :ppraaehes
c$n i= 1: := cf pi:--ne $cdc!ci;y k Se va;:!ca of-coatini;; ; . diw=wd in
the- fc!buin;;.

6.1.21-4
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Coe44*g-Transport '.hd:de!:;;y

ne-p(4entiaMor-transporaf-eoatinganaterial4ratshe-reaeter+r-ontoahe-reeireulation
sefeeftv+ aft be-avoided-bylifnning-trafW[M+tt44-the-debrsfrom-th&eeMing-eftef4ailufe-,

usefyreaeh-ha+been-used4ta+peranng-nuelear-power-platas4o44iminate+r-minimire
the-amount <4 +oatings-required-to4+wifety-related-

Ata+utline+(4he+oating-tran* poet-evaluatioesnethmk4egy-sprovided-below-

*-4dentineatiora4 a::: wurces-et-different-elevation . of 'h: :cniainment

The ws::: wurces-are-primarily-the-postulated-pipe 4+reak =d creek-locatkw+-
Gonsiderethm49-also-givetete41oed-up+f-the-coenainm:n: =d tekm.: of the wa::: in
the4n-containment 4efuelinge-storage-tank 4nto-the**ntaintnenh

*-Evclua!!ca ofheal-Guid i:!cStie+4tt-containfn r' :: vricus ekv0:iofW-tode::: min:
likely4k+w-pathumd-potential 4er-debri+-transport-to4he-sump

nsevaluenon4twhtde+-constderathm-of-loca! ;;ecme:.j effeet: en $: Ocw about-end
around4he-containmeed--D::.ign ekments-that may affe : f!c; inebde gut::m drain +;

walkwayer tairway*requiper.:n:, equipma: :.upport+;walls doorwaysreutb*rgrate*r sr

and4eeirculMkm-screetar-

*-DeseripnorH4-generation 44-proteenva-coating-debti: including-composinen;
quantities and4ecathmsr

The4nfortnatkwes+n4he*omposinoeH4-the-eeating-debr: . c.dd::s' es :he-hydrauliei
physien!, =d+hemical-eharacteristies---Themelades :.i:: =d -hape of4he-ehips-er
partic!::; $e Snttkne:e, ".:rength, =d :ackines. cf $ particle; a -accident
temperatures; zine content; =d abrasisenes+-

*---Analysi; cf d is4ratBpoft

his-enelysheonsiders-the4tydraulie-ehar*teristiew44he p=:!:les =d 6: Oc 'ields

- E=batiees4-potential 4eeirculation-sereen44eekage

A4++aleMiovavnstders4he Ocw field =c=d $: :::ircub:!:n :.creen 4h: physicalr

characte#weie*44-the petick;, =d $: p=;i !: :ri:im! ::=: pert v:!aenies-

Compk:ica of-the*oating-trafwporavaluatica :: $: : sponsibihty-of-the-Gembined
thase applicant--

6.1.215
W Westinghouse
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Pnde'!ca cf hyde,g:n = n ::=l: cf zine c=h-in &:.ign ba= =c!&r: cenditiem,
iAag th: rin: in p9. :pp!!:d in'.i& ren::!rnun:, i; e.d&:ned !' ' bw::ian
6-2444r-

Revise subsection 6.1.3.2 as follows:

6.1.3.2 Coating Program'

he Combined License applicants referencing the AP600 will address preparation of a
program to control testing, application, and monito ing of nonsafety related coatings. (A
eccing :::mpaetcale::ien '-i!= te 'h:: &'enkd in =bw::ica 6.1.2.L5 wi'l 5:
;w k wd.

Revise Dc tourth criteria of subsection 6.3.2.2.7.1 as follows:

Criteria 4) U,~se of coatin, s,desig/. ,d f,or~ ~,t,a,ccident,co,n,d,itions. T,h,/.'W~a,ti,sN's, fj5d' tin',idrfN4',s,ne i
,i, /-- ~ . on ~ ~ n/s /

, loc ~ .
comidored cloo,, ,~ tir,n,t mme.n,oec. screw,are de~ fined,,v,t,e, ens, acc,. ,$2,1h,, Refer to subsectionI w co , ~ ~; et Se re ..

nn , , . . .~ . ,~ . . -

atisubsectionf>w to.t
6.1.2.1.6.

See the response to RAI 480.1079 (OITS #5740) for additional SSAR revisions.

,

6.1.216

. . . ..
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RAI 480.1078 (OITS #5739) 1

g NRC Letter August 21,1997
Provide a description and drawings (s) of the ficw path of the condensate on the containment wall

:jN (following a PRHR actuation or LOCA) as it returns to the IRWST. Include the valves which must*

close and the screen

Response:
*

k'x Ite flow path Am the containment intide surface to the IRWST gutter is shown in the attached
Figure 480.1078 i. .'. rough screen is provided on top cf the gutter to present clogging of the gutter
or the collec'.ioti pcint overflow into the IRWST. Tht. gutters gather condensate from the
circumference of the containment and from the operating deck . The gutter drains this condensate to
two collectior, points vchich are i!!ustrated on SSAR figure 6.3 2. Drains frr 1 these collection points,
noimally allow the condensate that may form during nonnal plant operation > flov, to the waste
sump. A PRHR heat exchanger actuation signal closes redundant safety related valves in the c rain
line to the viaste amp, shown on SSAR figure 6.3-2. Closing of one of these valv:s forces the s

condensate to overflow from the collection points into the IRWST. The IRWST s:reens are shown in
SSAR figures 6.3-6 and -7.,

SSAR/ITAAC Changes: NONE

<

#8 '
T Westinghouse
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FIG. 1

Figure 480.10781

480.1078-2
,
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~

RAI 480.1079 (OlTS #5740)
1

Describe the basis for sizing the IRWST screens and recirculation screens. ;

(a) Include a discussion of flowrates through the screens and approach velocities with and without the
nonsafety RHR pumps available.

(b) What type of debris are assumed to be present for the purposes of determining an acceptable loss
across the recirculation screens. In particular, what quantity of unqualified coatings, i.e., those
which are not intended :o remain attached to thcir substrate following a LOCA are present in
containment? Such coating may be applied to commercially purchased electrical equipment,
motors, etc. Verify tl a no fibrous insulation or particulate insulation is used in any area of the
containment that containt high energy lines or may be impacted by the dish.ip o, m6h energy-

lines. If this not possible, verify that the amount of fibrous or particulate insulation used in
containment cannot adversely impact IRWST or recirculation flow during an accident. Information
Sathered while resolving the boiling water reactor (bWR) strainer blockage issuc shows that a
combination of fibrous material with particulates (e.g paint chips, mst, etc) can produce a much
higher pressure drop than that due to the fibrous material alone, if fibrous material can reach the
IRWST or recirculation screens discuss how this effect is taken 'nto account.

(c) Even a well conceived and through foreign materbi exclusion program may leave behind some
material capable of blocking portions of the IRWST or recirculation screens. Has any allowance
been included in the scre:n sizing for such material.. -

Response:

(a) The following shows the conninment recirculation scre n flow rates and approach velocities both
with and without operation of the RNS pumps. Note that the case with RNS pump operation.

a.sumes both pumps are operating at their maximum unthrottled flow with both recirculation
screens in operation. Note that the ERG's require throttling of the RNS to lower flows.

Max Flow Water Velocity
At Screen Face 10' from Screen

With RNS pumps operating 1300 gpm/ screen .04 ft/sec .006 ft/sec
Without RNS pumps 200 gpm (1 screen) .006 ft/sec .001 ft/sec

(b) Fibrous insulation will not be generated by a LOCA. Fibrous insulation will not be used on lines
that can be LOCA's or can be jet impacted by LOCA's. Insulation Iccated within 10 ID's of the
LOCA pipe break are assun,ud to be affected.

480,1079-1

.
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(c) The AP600 S$hR requires that the COL develop and utilize a program to prevent foreign
materials from being left in the centainment following a maintenance shutdown. Even if some
foreign materials are left in the containment, the design of the AP600 containment recirculation
screens can tolerate additional material. The AP600 precludes any significant screen plugging
due to known screen pluggmg mechanisms including fibrous insulation debris and paint debris.
As a result, the screen area has significant margin available to accommodate such foreign material.

SSAR Changes:

Revise Subsection 6.3.2.2.7.1 as follows:

Criteria 1 item 9 -

Criteria 3) 'h # e! 'ex cer' ::"r?% ""W " ": dr5 ;;r r-*rd 5; 5!;;h en ;;y "re

R: vise the fourth paragraph of subsection 6.3.2.2.7.2 as follows:

The design of the IRWST screens reduces the chance of debris reaching the screens. The
screens are orientated vertically such that debris that settles out of the water does not fall
on the screens. A debris curb locrMd at the base of the IRWST screens prevents high
density debris from being swept along the ficor by water tiow to the IRWST screens. The
IRWST screens are made up of a trash rack and a fine screen. The trash rack prevents
larger debris from reaching the finer screen. The fine screen prevents debris larger than
0.125" from being injected into the reactor coolant sys:em and blocking fuel cooling
passages.

Revise subsection 6.3.2.2.7.3 as follows:

6.3.2.2.7.3 Containment Reeirculation Screens

The containment recirculation screens are oriented vertically along walls above tne loop
compartment floor (elevation 83 feet). Figure 6.3-8 shows a plan view and Figt:re 6.3-9

480.1C79-2
k Westinghouse

__ - _ _ - - - - - -
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T.. mi

shows a section view of these screens. Two separate screens are provided as shown in
Figure 6.3 3. The loop compartnient Door elevation is significantly above(g/rffef} the
lowest level in the containment, the reactor vessel cavity,"' :' ': '' 5 'en be'^"v, De
bottom of the recirculation * reen is two foot above the floor, providing a curb function.

During n LOCA, the reactc, coolant system blowdown will tend to carry debris created by
the accident (pipe whip / jets) into the cavity under the reactor vessel which is located
e'-^*e away from and l,elow the containment recirculation screens. As the accumulators,

core makeup tanks and IRWST inject, the containment water level will slowly rise t:p to
the 108 foot elevation over at least 5 hours. The containment recirculation line opens
when the water level in the IRWST drops to a low level setpoint a few feet above the final
containment floodup level. When the recirculation lines initially open, the water level in
the IRWST is higher than the containment %t6gefg,and water flows from the IRWST
backwards through the containment recirculatioc. screen. This back flow tends to ilush
debns located close to the recirculation screens away from the screens.

The water level in the containment when recirculation begins is well above (~ 10 feet) the-

top of the recirculation screens. During the long containment floodup time (>5 hours),
floating debris does not move toward the screens and heavy materials settle to the floors of
the loop compartments or the reactor vessel cavity. During recirculation operation the
contr.inment water level will not change significantly nor will it drop below the top of the
screens.

The amount of debris that may exist following an accident is limited. Reflective insulation

n

4jj i, gdebris that can be generated by a g,/j#nf,h!;h e rgy,

"ne b~+ and be postulated to reach the screens during recirculation. The nonsa^ty-
related coatings used in the containment are designed to withstand the post ac , -

m,_ ye3 rgig cerge+g t e pett r:ye-t ge er tic . 2nd
environment.

/
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

A col ~ cleanliness program (refer to subsection 6.3.8.1) controls foreign debris introduced
into the containment du.ing maintenance and inspection operations. The Technical
Specifications require visual inspections of the screens during every refueling outage.

The design of the containment recirculation screens reduces the chance of debris reaching
the screens. The screens are orientated vertically such that debris settling out of the water

' '
ar ^"t '

~

M.above the Door, instead cf using a debris curb, to prevent high density debris from
being swept along the Door by water flow to the containment recirculation screens. The
containment recirculation screens are made up of a trash rack and a fme screen. The trash
rock prevents larger debris from reaching the finer screen. The finc screen prevents debris
larger than 0.f25" from being injected into the reactor coolant system and blockicg fuel
cooling passages.

The screen How area is conservatively designed censidering the operation of the normal
residual heat removal system pumps which produce a higher flow than the gravin driven
IRY/ST injection / recircuhtion Dows. As a result, when the normal residual heat removal ,

system pumps are not operating there is even more margin in screen clogging.

Revise figures 6.3 8 and 6.3-9 (attached) to show plates over screens.

.

ITAAC CilANGES:
4

Add ITAAC for plates above screens and coatings in vicinity of screens to Table 2.2J 4.
(Attached)

480.1079-4

1
_ _ _ _ - - _ - _ _ - -
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Figure 6.3-8

Containiment Recirculation Screen Plan Location

.i
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CONTA1NMEN"
RECIRCULATION
SCREENS

C

SECTION A-A

NOTE 1 - MINIMUM PLATE SIZE AND ELEVATION LIMITS
ARE DEFINED IN SUBSECT10N 6.3.2.2./.1.

Figure 6.3 9

Containment Recirculation Screen Section Location

b.

. - Revision: 18
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Table 2.2.3-4
Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Criteria

Design Commitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

8.c) De PXS provides RCS i) A low-pressure injection i) ne injection line flow
makeup, boration,'and safety test and analysis for each resistance from each source is

injection during design basis CMT, each accumulator, each as follows:

events. IRWST injection line, and
each containment
recirculation line will be
conducted. Each test is
initiated by opening isolation

! valve (s)in the line being
tested.

CMTs: CMTs:
Each CMT will be initially he calculated flow resistance
filled with water. All valves between each CMT and the
in these lines will be open reactor vessel is

during the test. 2 3.07 x 10'8 ft/gpm andr

25 3.84 x 10'5 ft/gpm .

Accumulators: Accumulators:

Each accumulator will be he calculated flow resistance
. partially filled with water and between each axamulator and o

pressurized with nitrogen. the reactor vesstl is 21.49 x
5 2 5

All valves in these lines will 10r ft/gpm and s 1.86 x 10:
2

be open during the test. ft/gpm .

Sufficient flow will be ,

provided to fully open the
check valves.

IRWST Injection: IRWST Injection:
ne IRWST will be partially ne calculated flow resistance
filled with water. All valves for each IRWST injection line
in these lines will be open between the IRWST and the
during the test. Sufficient reactor vessel is 21.33 x 10 5

2flow will be provided to fully ft/gpm and
2

open tt check valve.s. s 2.66 x 10'5 ft/gpm ,

Containment Recirculation: Containment Recirculation:
A temporary water supply De calculated flow resistance
will be connected to the for each containment

recirculation lines. All valves recirculation line between the
in these lines will be open containment and the reactor

2
during the test. Sufficient vesselis s 2.17 x 10'5 ft/gpm .

flow will be provided to fully
open the check valves.

.

. - - . . - - - . . -._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table 2.2.3 4.

3- ;:I::_. Tasts, Analyses, and Acceptance Crheria
.

Design Comunkment Insgh Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria

ii) A low. pressure test and ii) '!he flow resistance from
analysis will be conducted for the cold leg to the CMT is

-

4 2each CMT to determine 5 7.69 x 10 ft/gpm .
piping flow resistance from
the c. Id leg to the CMT.
The test will be performed by
filling the CMT via the cold
leg balance line by operating
the normal residual heat
removal pumps.

iii) Inspections of the iii) The elevation of the
elevation of the following bottom inside tank surface is
tanks will be conducted: higher than the direct vessel

injection nonle centerline by
the following:

- CMTs CMTs 2 7.5 ft-

- IRWST - IRWST 2 3.4 ft

iv) Inspections of each of the iv) 'Ihe calculated volume of
following tanks will be ed of the following tanks is
conducted: as follows:

- CMTs FMTs 2 2000 ft)-

Accumulators Accumulators 2 2000 ft)- -

- IRWST - IRWST 2 557,000 gal
between the tank outlet
connection and the tank
overflow

| v) Inspection of the as built v) Plates located above each
G | components will be containment recirculation
t conductedfor plates located screen are no more than 10fr[ || above the containment above the top of the screen and
%I recirculation screens. extend out at least 10 pfrom

I the trash r :k portion of the
I screen.

_ - _ _ _ _ ._
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Table 2.2.3 4*

Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance Criteda
-

Design Comunitment Inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria
__ _

| vi) Inspection will be vi) A report exists and
,

I conducted of the as built concludes that the coatings

I coKings used close to the used on the unders(de of the
| containment recirculation plates located above the

| screens. containment recirculation
| screens, down to the bottom of

| the screens and within 10ft of

)| the trash rack portion of the

i screen, meet the requirements

| for safety re!ated coatings.
g

.

D
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

. -Men.

- :g

RAI 480.1080,(OITS #5741)

The SSAR, Chapter 6, Section 6.3.2.2.8.5, states that the fourth stage of the automatic depressurization
system discharges directly to the steam generator compartment. What target will this discharge
impact? What ad how much debris may be generated by this impact? Can this debris be transported
to the recirculation screens? If so, what will be the effect?

Response:

ADS stage 4 discharge is directed at the loop car..partment wall which is about 3 feet from the
discharge. There are no intervening structures or components. The loop compartment wall :.s a
concrete filled, steel module. With the low RCS pressures whe:i ADS stage 4 opens (about 50 psig),
no debris generation is expected. Even if there is some debris generation occurs, there will be about 5
hours for the debris to settle before containment recirculation starts. Also refer to response to RAI
480.1079.

SSAR/ITAAC Changes: NONE

b

F
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W Westinghouse
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NRC Letter dated July 30,1997, Item 2)(OITS #5750)

The inorganic zine coating on the containment shell exterior and interior regions above the operating
deck provides the basis for the performance of the passive containment cooEng system (PCS). The
inorganic zine coating selected for the AP600 was used in the Westinghouse flat plate test, the water
distribution test, and the large scale test facilities. Surface wettability on the exterior of the
containment dome and vertical shell, in the form of expected surface area coverage based on the
applied flow rate, and the expected behavior of the water film are based on the attributes of the
inorganic zine coating as evaluated in these test facilities. These characterizations form the basis for
the design basis licensing analyses. In addition, the characteristics of the inorganic zinc coatmg on the
interior of the containment dome and shell support the PCS performance based on the large scale test
data. It is the staff canclusion the incrganic zine coating is an integral aspect of the PCS design.
Westinghouse should address the staff's concerns by providing additional justification for the use of
nonsafety-related coatings or reclaesify the coatings as safety-related.

Response:

The exterior of the containment vessel is coated with the inorganic zinc coating to enhance surface
wetting of the exterior surface of the ccatainment vessel. 'lTe AP600 Technical Specifications commit
to verifyinF the water coverage of the containment water distribution system periodically over the
plant life. In the process of verifying the water coverage, the wetting performance of the inorganic
zinc coating is also verified. His commitment provides ongoing direct assurance that the nonsafety-
related coating on the containment is capable of supporting the containment cooling function.

The testing, application, and monitoring of nonsafety-related coatings are controlled by a program
prepared by the Combined License applicant. De specified coatings used inside of containment and
on the containment shell outside contsment are tested for radiation tolerance per ASTM D4082
(Reference 1), for decontaminability per ASTM D4256 (Reference 2) and for performance under
design basis accident conditions per ASni D3911 (Reference 3).

Over 40 years of successful case histories in many industrial tank applications confirm that properly
applied inorganic zine does not fail by sudden delamination. Detericmtion of the inorganic zine is
very gradual over a period of years and would be detected as a part of the Combined License

'
applicants program of testing, application, and monitoring of nonsafety-related aatings. Deterioration
of the coating due to either long term effects, abrasion or other damage would be readily observable as
rusting and discoloration of the surface. he inorganic zine continues to provide good surface wetting
and protection to the carbon steel during this gradual deterioration period. Failure due to deterioration
will be duted in the early stages of the process through periodic coating performance inspections.
Failure of the inorganic zine coating prodt.ces a heavy zinc powder that will not plug he PCS upper
annulus drains.

3 Westinghousa
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The performance of the installed coatings is monitored by the Combined License applicant. The
coatings performance monitoring program includes periodic inspections of the coatings inside n

containment and the exterior of the containment vessel dering planned outages. The monitoring
program includes the planning of maintenance painting schedules so that the installed coatings can be
maintained to perform as intended. He maintenance painting inside containment and on the er.terior
of the containment vessel is conducted during scheduled outages using qualified maintenance coating
systems applied ar.d inspected by qualified personnel.

Potential failure of the zinc coating due to misapplication will be readily assessable shortly after
application as either excessive thickness or as " mud cracking". Mud cracking may be due to either
excessive application thickness or excessive thinning. Either problem will be detected shortly after
application and correct:d prior to plant operation as a part of the Combined License applicants
coatings program. Should misapplication not be detected locally then the results may be disbondment
with small amounts of small sized flaking which will not effect either the overall water distribution or
drainage of the containment annulus. In this manner localized failure does not prevent accomplishing
a safety-related function

The coating manufacturer is required to manufacture the cot'ings under a suitable quality assurance
program and to provide a product identity certification record. Coating specifications also require that
the surfaces to be coated are properly prepared, coated, inspected and documented.

De Combined License applicants referencing the AP600 will address preparation of a program to
control testing, application, and monitoring vf nonsafety-related coatings.

SSAR/ITAAC Changes: NONE

3 Westinghouse
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FSER Open item 650.10F, Issue A-43 Containment Emergency Sump Performance, (OITS #5972)

De c.:Jf has not completed its review of Unresolved Safety issue A-43 for the AP600 design. De
amount of fibrous insulation in containment and its effect on the recirculation flow together with the
RMI following a LOCA must be evaluated. Open item 20.3-4 remains unresolved.
In addition Westinghouse does not address BL-96-03 in WCAP 13559, Revision 1 " Operational
Assessment for AP600 " Dis is an Open item. In WCAP 13559 Revision 1, Westinghouse also
states that Bulletin 93-02 " Debris Plugging of Emergency Core Cooling Suction Strainers," and
Bulietin 95-02 " Unexpected Clogging of a Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Pump Strainer While
Operating in Suppression Pool Cooling Mode" are not applicable to the AP600 design. Because of the
unique features of the AP600 mentioned above, the staff disagrees with this assessment. Therefore,
Westinghouse should revise WCAP 13559 to state that these Bulletins are applicable to the AP600 and
should reference issue A-43 and the appropriate SSAR sections in the commei.t block for these
Bulletins.

Response:

The response to RAI 480.1079 provides the basis for sizing the containment recirculation screens. The
design of the screens minimizes the water velocity through and approaching the Screers. Plates
located above the screens precludes dropping debris into the water directly in from of the screens.

'

Issue A-43 and WCAP-13559 will be revised to reflect this information.

Bulletir. 93-02 addresses plugging of strainers due to temporary fibrous filters remaining in the
containment. De AP600 design has no provision for such filters. The program to limit the amount of
debris that might be left in the contairment following refueling and maintenance outages is the
responsibility of the Combined Licens3 applicant. See subsection 6.3.8.1 WCAP-13559 will be
revised to reflect this.

Bulletin 95-02 addresses clogging of strainers due to debris in containment. De program to limit the
amount of debris that might be left in the containment folks.ir.g refueling aru ynaintenance outages is
the responsibility of the Combined License applicant. See subsection 6.3.8.1. WCAP-13559 will be
revised to reflect that this a procedural issue.

Bulletin 96-03 addresses means to minimize clogging of strainers in operating boiling water reactors
by design and procedure changes. As desenbed in the response to RAI 480.1079 the containment
recirculation screens in the AP600 have a large surface area and slow approach velocity of the water
to promote settling of debris in the water prior to reaching the scieens. This is consistent s ith Option-

1 of the bulletin. Since the containment recirculation screens are located in a dry loop compartment
and not a flooded suppression pool, a technical specification to assure that die screens are not blocked
by debris during operation is not required. Bulletin 96-03 will be added to WCAP-13559.

t
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SSAR/ITAAC Changes:

Revise the first paragraph of the response to issue A-43 in subsection 1.9.4.2.2 as follows:

Air ingestion, vortexing, and debris blockage are not significant concerns for the AP600.
Containment recircuiraion includes sump screens that conform to the criteria specified in
Regulatory Guide 1.82. The recirculation screens have a large cross sectional area to
reduce the fluid now velocity through the screen and to provide a large screening area to
accommodate accumulated debris. H6ffrontal'pliteEks6ated1hb6v'd/tbelddith6bitrob
idro'cii@cifdds'debii'sMingIdsp'6sifed'initniMsndiMEti,ifisdjndd6(MIth'iX(ree6s3
PipIing'sobjsetio;1dssif'6 bl56t'pi%bidskE5nd pipiiipiodis'visinfffQth'fidne'd's'6sh7

f6nestfif'metallicii6solsti6' (6finsertf4iha'gedratforo0B&66?i6edsi66'de6Einf,s 6d
mbsectl6E 6%ii7, f6f'iddiildnalMfohh'itionI66'ithA' idge'of'ilfi20f666sfdadiflinitE6nd
uiI4of!5sbiis'in6ifiti663

WCAP.13559 Changes:

Revise the entry for Bulletin 93-02 as follows:

Number Title Comment

93-02 Debris Plugging of Emergency Core Cooling Not Applicable
Prbb'du/alWsb8Suction Strainers o
SSAfshb'shbif6d',WX:211ss6s
A'-Giahd6112,T]AP600 h= nc
air E!: ; :..,ide centain:nen; ith

the exceptica of per nb!: E!:ers
ashich 'hculd be stered cuiside
cent:Ir . eat

Revise the entry for Bulletin 95-02

Number Title Comment

95-02 Unexpected Clogging of a Residual Heat Not Applicable
Remoeal (RHR) Pump Strainer While B"'R caly
Operating in Suppression Pool Cooling Mode ProcedobaMssse'

SSAR'adbsc4tibiii.31f

650.10F-2
W Westbgbouse
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ndd entry for BulleIin 96-03

i

Nurnber Title Comment

PitMedsisf 6'sdj,'' |fliMVfPinintlit:Plu'ssips"(M'inifa6tsissMAffi,1%''r'g' ilf'Didd'C biffj9603 es,
ssAR7sd6'hionsusi6#susiners b d

aiYs6'rij K 4 s'6s d ~ 3%i
'

s

u

650.10F-3
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